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4.7 In- and Output

n Similar to some functional languages, logic
programming languages deal with IO by adopting a
rather standard IO from imperative languages, but,
naturally, putting it into the form of predicates

n Still, IO is not really fitting into logical programming,
since backtracking over IO predicates does not undo
the IO actions taken, it only frees variable bindings

n This often requires additional auxilary predicates
n Usually the communication with the interpreter is

also seen as part of the IO
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Input and output predicates in
PROLOG (I)

n The build-in predicate read(X) reads in a term from the
current input stream and X is set to the read-in term

n The build-in predicates get(X) and get0(X) read in
characters from the current input stream, with get0
accepting any character, while get skipping to the
next printable character (machine dependent)

n Backtracking over these predicates does not put term
or character back into the input stream!

n If X above is already instantiated, the predicates can
be used to check if the input is equivalent to the
instantiation F useful for end-of-file test
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Input and output predicates in
PROLOG (II)

n The build-in predicate write(X) writes the term X is
bound to into the current output stream

n put(X) writes out a charcter bound to X
n The build-in predicates nl starts a new line in the

output stream; some PROLOG versions also have a
writeln predicate

n Backtracking over these predicates does not take the
term or the newline out of the output stream!

n There is also a predicate display that essentially acts
like write but does not allow for infix notation
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File handling (I)

n The standard input stream is the input via terminal
and the standard output stream is display on the
terminal (PROLOG sees those streams as the file user)

n The build-in predicate see(X) changes the input
stream to the file indicated by X

n The build-in predicate seeing(X) can be used to bind X
to the name of the current input file

n The build-in predicate seen switches the input stream
back to the terminal (and closes the file that was the
previous input stream)
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File handling (II)

n If read(X) encounters the file end, X is set to a
(machine and implementation dependent) term

n If get0(X) encounters the file end, X is set to the ASCII
character indicating end-of-file

n If after encountering end-of-file another try is made
to read from the file, the interpreter throws an error

n Backtracking over see(X) does not change the input
stream back!

n Obviously, you cannot have more than one input-file
open (at least in many PROLOG variants)!
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File handling (III)
n The build-in predicate tell(X) changes the output

stream to the file indicated by X
n The build-in predicate telling(X) can be used to bind X

to the name of the current output file
n The build-in predicate told switches the output stream

back to the terminal (and closes the file that was the
previous output stream)

n Backtracking over tell(X) does not change the output
stream back!

n Obviously, you cannot have more than one output-
file open (at least in many PROLOG variants)!
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4.8 Paradigm-specific and
language-specific constructs

n The logic programming paradigm has several unique
features, like
l Data base for both program clauses and data

clauses
l Unification
l Forward and backward reasoning

n In theory, all kinds of inference processes can be used
by an interpreter, even several different ones

n This allows to "build-in" rather complex
computations by just realizing an inference process
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Paradigm-specific considerations

n This makes it easy to couple logic programming with
data bases (especially relational data bases)

n But there are also several shortcommings due to the
fact that theorem proving (for the class of logics we
need for programming) needs to be guided or can be
extremely inefficient (F enumeration of possibilities)

n Also, logic usually deals with tautologies,
unsatisfiable formulas and formulas that are neither
of those, which is not appropriately modeled in logic
programming
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Language-specific constructs

n We have covered all language constructs in PROLOG
in the previous sections
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4.9 Logic Programming in
comparison to other paradigms

Control flow: in theory, each atom in the goal list could
be proven in parallel and the solutions could be
merged; in practise this does not go well with the
SLD-resolution control of PROLOG

Memory management: on a high-level only, in form of
management of the sequence of clauses in the data
base

Program state: represented by the state of the goal stack
Declarations and instructions:

declarations often not necessary, if necessary they are
provided within the instructions
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Logic Programming in comparison to
other paradigms
Compiler/run time system intelligence level:

very high, comparable or higher than functional
languages (at least in theory, if we believe we really
program in logic)
l Unification
l Generate-and-test style of programming

although PROLOG lacks features like types and what
comes with it (but there are provers that have them)

Re-use potential:
naturally, predicates (and their definitions) can be
reused, but we are on the level of Pascal in practise
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5. Special Purpose Languages

n The languages we have looked at so far, as well as
the paradigms on which they are based, are intended
as general purpose languages, i.e. we expect that
every programming task can be done using the
languages

n There are languages that were developed with a
special purpose in mind

n Some of these languages later were extended to
become general purpose languages and usually this
was done using one of the paradigms we looked at
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Special Purpose Languages (cont.)
n Usually, special purpose languages require more

intelligence in compiler/interpreter and run-time
system and one reason why some of these languages
never were successful among the target audience
were bad compilers/interpreters and run-time
systems that essentially threw away any advantages
of the languages

n In this sense, Haskell or PROLOG come near to
special purpose languages, although they were
Turing-complete from the beginning

n But special purposes definitely will also in future
drive development of programming languages
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Some history:
Special treatment of arrays: APL
n Arrays and especially matrixes are the basis of many

mathematical and engineering programs and a
language that offers a lot of special treatment for
them should be of quite some interest

n APL (A Programming Language) was developed in
the mid-1960s at IBM as a special purpose language
for exactly this (although it could be used as general
purpose language also)

n It included a large collection of operators on
matrixes, but due to this APL programs were difficult
to read and required in the beginning special
terminals to write them on
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Some history:
Text processing and SNOBOL (I)

n Manipulation of strings is an important task for text
editors (and Natural Language Processing)

n While general purpose languages can do all
necessary manipulations, it can require rather
complex procedures to implement some of these
manipulations

n SNOBOL was designed already incorporating a lot of
these manipulations as build-in operators and it
contained the concept of string pattern matching
(which is pattern matching with the build-in
knowledge about strings)
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Some history:
Text processing and SNOBOL (II)

n String pattern matching is a more complex problem
than "normal" pattern matching and consequently
the resulting implementations of SNOBOL had
serious performance issues

n Operations that were "natural" in SNOBOL were
finding certain substrings, testing that a word was a
beginning word of a sentence or an end word and so
on

n The Unix awk command can be seen as a successor or
SNOBOL, as can be more modern scripting
languages
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Current trends:
"Engineering" languages (I)

n While general purpose languages try to get as far
away from the particular computer the programs will
be running on as possible, we also see a lot of
applications where special hardware is part of the
problem or the problem solution process

n Examples are manufactoring machines, special chips,
embedded systems

n Programs intended for such special hardware on the
one hand should have special operations (and
concepts) to deal with the hardware
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Current trends:
"Engineering" languages (II)

n On the other side, some applications do not require
certain parts of general purpose languages and some
of the languages get rid of these parts to make
compilers/interpreters and run-time systems smaller

n Another type of languages does not actually deal
with special hardware, but deals with simulating
hardware or even systems in general (an ancestor of
languages for the later is SIMULA)

n Again, specialized concepts are needed to speed-up
the development of programs for these special tasks


